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1. Introduction
A new scheme to study the XXZ spin chain in massive regime is introduced by
Davies et al in [1]. In this scheme, which is called "quantum symmetry approach",
the space of states is identified with some Uq(A\_ ) -module. Under this identification,
the XXZ Hamiltonian can be constructed on this module as an operator which
commutes with the action of Uq(A\ '). Furthermore, the row transfer matrix and
creation (annihilation) operators can be constructed by using vertex operators.
In a similar way to [1], the higher spin chain [2] and the models related to
the vector representation ofUq(A^) [3], Uq(B^\ U q ( D ( n } ) [5] are studied. In this
paper, we consider the model related with the spin representation of Uq(Dn ).
In physics the model that we consider here is explained as follows. It is a one
dimensional quantum spin chain model constructed from the spin representation of
Uq(Dn )• The Hamiltonian acts on the space of the infinite tensor product
• ® Vfc\ ® V™ <8> V^ (8) - - - , (fc € Z),
where V^. denotes a copy of spin representation V(+)(see Section 2.4). The explicit
form of the Hamiltonian is given by
- -
where /ife+ι,fc acts non-trivially only on the (fc+ l)-th and the k-th component. The
operator R(z) is the R-matrix
R(zl/z2) : Vg) ® VW —* V^ 0 V£\
and P denotes the transposition i.e. P(v 0 w) — w ® v .
In quantum symmetry approach, the problem is formulated as follows. Consider
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the space of states as Uq(Dn ^ -module
where λ and μ are level one dominant integral weights, V(λ) and V(X)*a denote
the irreducible highest weight module with highest weight λ and its antipode dual
(cf. [1]). We use vertex operators associated to Uq(Dn )-modules Vz in order to
construct the transfer matrix (the Hamiltonian is obtained from the transfer matrix
T(z) as follows: Ί~ί = —(q — q~1)zdlogT(z)/dz\z=ι) and creation (annihilation)
operators. Here V^ is the affinization of V^ that is the following representation
of the "derived subalgebra" U ' q ( D ( n } ) (see Section 2):
( 1 ) V^ (k = 2,
T/t™-1), y(n)
the vector representation,
, n - 2) the fusion representation,
the spin representation,
The row transfer matrix and creation (annihilation) operators are constructed
by using vertex operators for Vz and its dual modules Vz . Vertex operators
for these modules are defined by the following Uq(Dn )-homomorphisms:
(type I)
(type II)
Φ
μ
χ
( z ) : V ( X ) V(μ)®VW,
ϊV(μ).
(type I)
(type II)
(Z) : V(X)
(z) : V(X)
V(μ)
v
( f c )
*
α ± 1 V(μ).
Commutation relations of vertex operators give us commutation relations of
the transfer matrix and creation (annihilation) operators, and then the excitation
spectra of the Hamiltonian H. In fact, we can show that vertex operators have the
following commutation relations:
3 = 1
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where θp(z) is the theta function given by
2=0
and [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. The explicit form ofτ^(z) is
crucial to calculate the excitation spectra. From this formula, we can give explicit
forms of the energy e^(θ) and the momentum p^(θ) with the rapidity variable 0,
e
-
 = τ z c = _q _ q- l o g τ * , - z = e .dz
To prove the commutation relations (2), it is enough to show that the vacuum
expectation value of the both sides in (2) are equal (see section 5.1). Since the
vacuum expectation values satisfy the q-KZ equation, we can obtain their explicit
forms by finding appropriate solutions of the q-KZ equation (cf. [1]).
Here we state some comments about excitation spectra. By taking the scaling
limit as in [8] and [5], we have the following relativistic spectrum:
(1 < fc <n-2),
P(fc)(<9) = μsh(v), E(k\θ) = μch(v),
where P^(θ), E^k\θ] and v can be considered as an appropriate scaled version
of p(fc)(#), e^(θ) and θ respectively. These spectra are exactly same as those of the
nonlinear sigma model in [10]. Furthermore, this spectrum coincides with the mass
spectrum of the spin chain constructed from vector representation of Uq(Dn ) in
[5]
In general, the structure of the space of states turns out to be quite different
when we change the region of the parameter q in the Hamiltonian Ή., so we have
to discuss the region where we can use the identification (1). We are not able to
determine this region at this point, and we only state a conjecture. The region where
the identification (1) is effective is given by
-1 <q <0.
These kind of conjectures are already given in [3], [5]. Let us consider the case
of n = 3, then Uq(D^') is isomorphic to Uq(A^) and the spin representation of
Uq(D^) is the vector representation of Uq(A^). The model related with the vector
representation ofUq(An) is studied by Date and Okado in [3], and our conjecture
coincides with theirs when n = 3. In this Uq(An )-case, the validity of "quantum
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symmetry approach" on this region is supported by Bethe Ansatz results [8], however
in our case, as far as the author knows, there is no similar Bethe Ansatz result to
support the conjecture.
This paper is organized as follows. We prepare the notation and give the def-
inition of the quantum affine algebra Uq(Dn ') in Section 2. In the same section,
we construct the spin representations of Uq(D^} and its R-matrices. By using these
R-matrices, the fusion representations are constructed in Section 3. We also give
explicit forms of the R-matrices corresponding to the fusion representations there.
In Section 4, we give vertex operators for the modules constructed in the previous
sections and get two point functions. Commutation relations of vertex operators are
obtained in Section 5. In the same section, we further make a comment on a rela-
tionship between excitation spectra and fusion procedures. In Section 6, we describe
the formulation of the model. Finally, in Appendix, we give a detailed explanation
on calculation of two point functions, and construct an isomorphism between the
fusion representation and its dual.
Acknowledgement. The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. E.
Date, Prof. K. Nagatomo and Prof. M. Okado for their valuable advices. He also
thanks to Prof. T. Nakanishi for his comment about relation between fusion and
excitation spectra. Furthermore he expresses his thanks to Prof. M. Ikawa for giving
him continuous encouragements.
2. Spin representations of the quantum group Uq(Dn )
2.1. Notation. In this paper, we use the same notation in [11]. Let g be the
affine Lie algebra of type Dn and g = n_ Θrjθn+ be the triangular decomposition.
Let oίi, ay — hi, (i = 0, 1, . . . , n) be the simple roots and the simple coroots and Λ;
be the fundamental weights i.e. ( A i , h j ) — δij. We denote the scaling element and
the center by d and c then we can choose elements h^ h2, . . . , hn, c and d as a basis
of the Cartan subalgebra ί). Let us define special elements p, δ G ί}* by p = Σ™
=0 Λ;
and 6 = a0 + QI + 2α2 H ----- h 2α:n_2 + αn_ι + αn. We also denote by hv the dual
Coxeter number, in D™ -case, this is equal to 2n — 2. The invariant bilinear form
is normalized by (c^|α^) = 2. Let g be the Lie algebra of type D
n
, underlying the
affine Lie algebra g. For λ G f j* , we denote by λ the restriction to the finite part. We
can write α^, ΛΪ and p by using orthonormal basis {α i, . . . ,ω
n
} of f j* (cf. [11]) as
follows:
(3) oti = <[ω
n
-ι+ω
n
 (z =
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(4) A, -
ωι H h cjf (1 < i < n - 2),
-(ωl + h^n-i -ωn) (i = π- 1),
-(ωi H hω
n
_ι + ω
n
) (i = ra),
(5) 2p = (In - 2)ωι + (2n - 4)^2 + + 2ωn_ι.
Let us denote σ l 9 σ2 and σ3 the following Dynkin diagram automorphism:
σ\ : z-vertex ι—> (1 — z)-vertex (i — 0,1),
: z-vertex ι—> z-vertex (i — 2,3, , n),
σ2 : z-vertex ι—> z-vertex (z = 0,1, , n — 2),
: z-vertex ι—> (2n — i — 1)-vertex (i = n — 1,n),
<J3 : z-vertex ι—> (n — i)-vertex (ί = 0,1, , n),
and further we extend the action of these automorphisms to the weight lattice P
φf
=lZλi by σfc(Λi) = Λ^^). We also use the following notations:
q-q-1
2n-2
2.2. Definition of the quantum group Uq(Dn )• The quantum group C/ς(g)
is the associative algebra over Q(ςf) with generators e^, /^, ί^ = ghi (i = 0,1, , n)
and qd. The defining relations are
ίi-ίΓ1
βj - ejei - fjj - fjfi = 0 (if (Qijαj ) = 0),
This algebra Ϊ7
ς
(0) has the following Hopf algebra structure:
Δ(βi) = βi (g) 1 + ti (8) e
ί? Δ(/i) = Λ 0 ί"1 + 1
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We denote by ί/
ς
(n+) (resp. C79(n_)) the subalgebras of f/ς(0) which are gener-
ated by βf (i — 0, 1, . . . , n) (resp. f ι (i — 0, 1, . . . , n)) and also denote by Uq(&) the
subalgebra generated by ei? /;, ^ (z = 0, 1, . . . , n). For any t/g(g)-module (π, V), we
can define C/q(g) -module structure (πz,Vz) by
(6)
and this t/
ς
(g) -module (π^, Vi) is called the affinization of (π, V).
The Dynkin diagram automorphisms can be extended to algebra automorphisms
of Uq(o) as follows:
σι(xi) =xι-i(ί = 0,1), <?ι(xi) =Xi (i = 2,3, - - ,n),
σ3(x
ά
) = x
n
_i(2 = 0, 1, - - , n),
where xι stands for e^, fa or ti.
2.3. R-matrices. Let (π1^1 , Wι) and (π^2, W2) be finite-dimensional E7£(0)-
modules. An operator R(z\lz^) G End(VFι 0 W2) is called R-matrix if it has the
following intertwining property:
Δ' (x}Rw^(Zl/z2) (x
where Δ' = P o Δ.
Let (π^3, W3) be the third representation of Uq($). The R-matrices satisfy the
Yang-Baxter equation on Wι 0 W2 0 W3,
(8)
where Λ^'1^ acts non-trivially on the i-th and the j'-th components.
The modified universal R-matrix 7£'(z) is defined by
(9) U'(z) = q ~~
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where {uβ^} (resp. {u^β}) are dual bases of weight β (resp. —β) component of the
subalgebra Uq(n+) (resp. C7g(n_)) and 0 means completion in formal topology with
respect to the weight decomposition of Uq(n+) (cf. [2]). In the same way as [2], we
can determine the image of the modified universal R matrix under the representation
If our R-matrix on W\ 0 V^2 is uniquely determined up to multiple scalar factor
then the image of H'(z) has the following form:
(10) (πWl ®πW2)(π'(z)) = βw*>w*(z)Rw*>w*(z).
To calculate the scalar factor βWl'W2(z), we have to obtain the explicit form of a
scalar function aWl'W2(z) appeared in the second inversion relation:
(11) aw^w*(z}(((Rw^w*(zΓl}tλΓl}tλ = (q-2p®l)RWl'W2(Γ2z}(q2p®l),
where the symbol tι means the transpose in the first component. It is known that
the scalar function aWl>W2(z) for the image o f Ί ί ' ( z ) is equal to one i.e.
Comparing this equation with (11), we have
We can determine the explicit form of βWl>W2(z) as a solution of this difference
equation. In the case related with the spin representation, more detailed explana-
tion on calculation of aWl'W2(z) and βWljW2(z) is given in Appendix.
2.4. Spin representations. Let Vi/ 2 be a 2-dimensional vector space spanned
by vectors ^ι/2 and υ_ι/2 over the field (QKg1/2). We define operators X+, X~ and
T acting on Vi/2 by
where if 7 ^ ±1/2 then V
Ί
 = 0 i.e. matrices corresponding to X+, X~ and T are
given by
0 1\ /O 0\ /ς1/2 0
0 Oh U O 9 ( 0 α-V2
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By using these operators, we can define a representation of Uq(o) on a vector space
y(sp)
 =
 (vi/2)®" as follows [6]:
7r(sP)(e0) = X- ®X~ 010 01,
i-th (i + l)-th
τr
(ίφ)(ei) = 10 0 1 (g) ΛΓ+ (g) X~ (g) 1 (g) - (g) 1 (1 < i < n - 1),
(12) i-th (i + l)-th
) - - (g) 1 (g) Γ (g) T~l (g) 1 (g) - (g> 1 (1 < i < n - 1),
We denote a vector v7l 0 (g) ^7rι G V^sp^ by V(£l,...,en) (εfc — sgn(7fc)). The weight
of the element ^(
ει
,...,£τι) is given by Σ™=1 εi^i/2, where {cc;^} is the orthogonal basis
of ζ*. Let F(+) and F^~^ be the subspaces spanned by {v(
eι
,...,
εn
)| ΠΓ=ιε* = +}
and {v(
eι
,...,e
n
)l ΠΓ=ι εi = ~}» t^len we can eas^y show that they are irreducible
submodules. These irreducible representations are called spin representations and
are denoted by (πW,^)).
There exists isomorphisms of t/^g) -module (cf. [5])
(13) Cisp) : V^} —+ (V;(βp))*α±1.
We denote the restrictions of C± to the irreducible components V^ (resp. V^)
by c£+) (resp. c£~}) i.e.
where ε is given by
{ + (n : even),
- (n : odd).
We can define the action of the Dynkin diagram automorphisms σ l 9 σ2 and
to the spin representations as follows:
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2.5. R-matrices related with the spin representations. In this subsection,
we describe recursive forms of the R-matrices related with the spin representations.
In [6], the R-matrices related with the spin representations ofUq(Bn^) and Uq(D^)
are determined, and the R-matrix for Uq(Bn ) is recursively expressed by using the
one for Uq(B^':_l). We give a similar recursive relation in the case of Uq(Dn )•
We normalize the R-matrix Ry(eι)>y(e2\z) by
and denote this R-matrix by Rn (z] where n stands for the rank of 0. Expressing
the rank of g clearly, we denote the spin representations V^ by Vn only in this
subsection. In order to describe recursive formulae of R-matrices, we consider an
isomorphism of vector spaces
(16) V
n
<e>> ® V^ —
which maps
where we denote ^  (8) vμι by v^lιμι. We put
By using this isomorphism, we have the following expressions of R-matrices:
for n > 2
(lo)
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(19)
for n = 1
where an involution σ
n
 is defined by
and Xn is a linear operator on Vn
follows:
for n > 2
i that is defined inductively as
(20)
"
 1|C2
n
-iU
n
-i - QV-+ (g)
for n = 1
x '
£
 - o, jre'-e - 1.
We denote by aif1 > e 2 )(z) the scalar function aγ(ει) >γ(ε2\z) in (1 1). Then we can
find
(21) a^»e
[n/2]
i=ι
~-4n+4i+2,.
=£2),
(εi φ ε2).
This fact is proved in Appendix A.
We also denote by β(nl'ε*\z) the scalar factor βγ(eι)'v(°*\z) in (10). By using
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the explicit form of the function &n (z], we can show (see Appendix B)
[n/2l / 4n-4i-2 ...
 A o\ /_4i-2... Λ 2 \
(22) β
3. Fusion construction
We construct the fusion representations and R-matrices related with them.
3.1. Construction of V^k\ Since V^ and V^ are the highest weight mo-
dules corresponding to the highest weights Λ
n
 and Λ
n
_ι as t/q(g)-modules, we
denote V^ and V^ by V^ and V^n~l\ We also denote R(
n
+'+\z) and R(^'~\z)
by R^n\z] and βί11'11-1)^) respectively.
The R-matrix R^n\z] (resp. β(n'n-1)(2?)) have a pole of order one at z =
q-2n+2k+2 (fe = n (mod 2)) (resp. Z - g-2n+2/e+2 (/, ^ n (mod 2))) for all
k = 1, 2, . . . ,n — 2. We eliminate these poles by multiplying an appropriate scalar
factor to the R-matrix as follows.
[n/2]
#(",n-l)φ
 =
 JJ (1 - ς4^)^^-1)^).
i=l
By using these R-matrices, let us define operators T^ (1 < k < n — 2) by
W (g) V<n>) (fe Ξ n mod 2),(*) _
~ I
 jR(n,n-l)(g-2n+2/c+2) G End(y^ (g) F^-1)) (fe ^ Π mod 2).
The following function ψ^ : N — > {n — l,n} is useful in this section:
( ^ { n (i : even).(23)
 φ
W(i)=i V h
V ;
 \ n - l ( i :odd) .
We introduce a vector space
y(k)
 =
 (y(n) ^ V r(n/))/]
ser
r(fc) j
where 1 < A: < n — 2 and n7 = φ^n\n — k). We define an action of U'q(
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by
then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. /w α//x G J7^(fl),
(24) π(fc) (x)kerΓ(/c) C kerΓ<fc> .
Then TΓz induces a representation ofUq(g) on V^k\
Proof. Let υ be an arbitrary element in kerΓ^\ By means of the intertwiner
property of the R-matrices in (7), we have
(n) (n') \Λ
for all x G Uq(&). Then πf }(x)v G kerΓ^). D
We define an action of qd on V^ which is a representation of t/g(0) induced
by the above πz as similar to (6) and denote it by (πik\Vz). The following
isomorphisms of Uq(o) -module are known in [5]:
(25) : V — (VW)* 0 (fc = l,2,. ,n-2).
Explicit forms of C^ ^ are given in Appendix.
3.2. R-matrices related with V^. For k — 1,2, . . . ,n - 2, we explicitly
construct R-matrices on V™ 0 V^n\ V^ 0 y(n~l\ V^ 0 y(fc) and V^n~^ (
(see (7)). Let m be n or n — 1. We define operators
by
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where n' = φ^n\n — k) and the subscripts of these R-matrices indicate the compo-
nents that each operator acts on, that is, Rij non-trivially acts on the i-th and the
j-th components.
Here we will show that
#(m,fc)(^(τ/(m) (g)kerT(fc)) C V(m) (g)kerT(fc),
and so R(m>k\z) (resp. R^^(z)) define operators on V^ 0 V^ (resp. V^ 0
y(m)). In fact, for arbitrary v e F(m) ®kerΓ(fc), by using the Yang-Baxter equation
(8), we have
3£
(
^^
= /^.^((-g)"-*-1*)^™'"')^
= 0.
Hence (id ® T(fc))β(m'fe)(2;)7; G F^ (g) kerT^\ We can prove
^
fc
'
m)(^)(kerT(/c) 0 F(m)) C kerΓ(/c) ® F^m)
similarly. Then we have
Proposition 3.2. R(m'kϊ(z) and R^k^(z) are well defined as operators acting
on V^ 0 V^ and V^ 0 V^ respectively.
Operators R^m^(z) and R^k^(z) satisfy the intertwining property (7) i.e. they
are R-matrices on V^ <8> V^ and V^ (
Proposition 3.3. For all x e C/
ς
(0),
(26) R(^k\zl/z2)(π^®π(g) Δ (x) - (π^ ® π«) Δ' (x
(27) β(fc'm)(^ι/^)(7ri^π^)) Δ (x) = (π^ ® π^) Δ' (x
Proof. Here we only prove (26). We denote
Δ(x) = J^X(l)
(Δ 0 id)(x) = (id 0 Δ)(x) =
For all x G Uq(o)9
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Δ
'
For our aim of finding commutation relations of vertex operators, it is enough
to consider R-matrices in the cases listed below (see Section 4.3):
I y(ty 0 y(n}
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
where 1 < k < n — 2 in all these cases.
Let u^ be the highest weight vector of the fundamental representation
We normalize R-matrices such that the eigenvalues of elements u^ ® u^ (resp.
vί™) 01^)) for w
n
 '
m\z) (resp. Rn (z)) are equal to one, then we have
I and II Rn (z) =
i=l
III and IV R(k'n~l\z) =
i=l
n:even
n odd
n:even
n:odd
n:even
n:odd
n:even
n:odd
/e:even
/e:even
k:oάά
k:oάά
/e:even
/eleven
k:oάά
k:oάά
V and VII ^^(z) = JJ a(q^-^(-
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VI and VIII R™z) =
where m = φ(n\k] and a(z) = q(l - z)/(l - q2z).
We denote the scalar functions av(k)'v(m\z), av(m)>v(k) (z), βvW V(rn\z} and
β
v(rn}V(k\z) by c^'m)(z), αlm'fc)(z), β(n'rn\z) and /#"'*> (2). In a similar way to
Section 2.6, we can show
«lfc'm)W =<*£»•*>(*)
(-1)
4. Vertex operators and two point functions
In this section we define vertex operators and calculate two point functions.
4.1. Vertex operators. Vertex operators are the following homomorphisms
of t/g(0)-modules:
(type I) Φμ
χ
v(k\z) : V(X) — > V(μ)
(type II) Φv
χ
Wμ(z) : V(λ)
where V(μ) denotes the completion of V(μ) in the formal topology with respect
to the weight decomposition of V(μ). (cf. [4]) The spin representations have level
one prefect crystal (cf. [7]), then our model can be constructed by using the vertex
operators with level one dominant integral weight λ and μ. Here we remark that
the level one dominant integral weights are only Λ 0 ,Λι ,Λ n _ι and Λn in Dn case.
By using conformal weight ΔΛ = (λ|λ + 2p)/2(/ιv + 1) (for the level one dominant
integral weights we have Δ
Λo
 = 0, Δ
Λl = 1/2, ΔΛ n_! = n/8, ΔΛn = n/8), we
multiply
 z
Δ
^~
Δλ
 to vertex operators as follows:
When we express the image of the highest weight vector |λ) G V"(A) under
(z) as a linear combination of th
cient of |μ) the leading term of Φ^v (
e weight vectors of V(μ), we call the coeffi-
z .e.
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where v G V^ is the leading term. Here we put
(mod δ),βi(hi>μ)+lv = 0, for alH}.
From the following proposition, we can know when non-trivial vertex operator
exists.
Proposition 4.1 [4]. The mapping to send a vertex operator to its leading term
gives an isomorphism of vector space:
: V(\) — > V(μ)
Then for a given vector v £ & vertex operator which satisfies
uniquely exists. We will normalize vertex operators by specifying the leading term
v.
In the case of Uq(D(n}\
(28)
Therefore if there exists non-trivial vertex operators then it is unique up to multiple
constant. Only in the following cases, non-trivial vertex operator Φ^v (z) exists.
The existence and uniqueness conditions for type II vertex operators are exactly
same (cf. [5]):
λ
A
n
A
n
Λ
n
-ι
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λo
Λi
Ai
μ
Λo
Λl
Λo
Λl
Λ
n
Λ
n
-l
An
Λ
n
-ι
k
n
n-1
n-1
n
n — i
n + i — 1
n + i — 1
n — i
λ
Λo
Λi
Λi
Λo
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
Λ
n
-ι
Λ
n
μ
Λo
Λo
Λi
Λi
Λ
n
Λ
n
Λ
n
_ι
Λ
n
-ι
k
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 odd
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 odd
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 odd
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 odd
where i = 0 if n is even and i = I if n is odd.
°
VAfter the normalization of three vertex operators
W' tne normalization of the others can be determined by using Dynkin
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diagram automorphisms in the same way as [5]. Here we can choose arbitrary
normalization of the above three vertex operators, and so we fix the normalization
as follows:
(z)\λ
n
) = |Λo)®τ;ι + ,
Φ^
o
y(k\z}\λ0) = |Λ 0 )®t;2 + (fc : even),
Φ^
y(k}
 (z^λ,) = |Λ0)®ι;3 + ( A : : odd).
The leading terms ΊΊ, v2 and υ3 are given by
fc/2
(29) v2= £c£'
m=0
(fc-l)/2
m=0
where
and ^n is inductively defined by
for n > 2,
/ \ _ yi I fe I O
for n = 1,
MW = ΰ<*) = υ +_(fc = 1), «« = «(fe) = 0(fc ^ 1).
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The normalization of type II vertex operators are given by
= v2 ® |A0) + (fe : even),
ΦJ^WIΛ!) = v3® |Λ0) + - (fe : odd),
where the leading term t>ι, v2 and v3 are the same ones in (29). The normalization
of the other cases is given by Dynkin diagram automorphisms.
4.2. Vertex operators for dual modules. By using the isomorphisms
C±(k — 1,2, •• ,n), we can construct vertex operators for dual modules. These
isomorphisms are defined in (25) for k = 1, 2, , n — 2 and C± "*' = C± and
c£n) = c4+) (see (14)). Here we denote by kr the number such that V^ is isomor-
phic to (Vz(k})*a±1 as [7ς(0)-module, i.e.
fc' =
'k ( l < f c < r a - 2 ) ,
n — 1 (n : even, A: — n — 1),
n (n : even, fc = n),
n (n : odd, fc = n — 1),
k n — I (n : odd, k = n).
Thanks to Proposition 4.4 and (28), the fact that V \ are isomorphic to
fe))*α±1 leads that if there exists the vertex operato
unique up to multiple scalar factor. Therefore we have
(\4(fe))*α±1 t r φ^(y(fc))*α (2) then it is
In order to construct the transfer matrix and the creation operator, it is enough
to consider type I vertex operators Φ^ (z) for k = n and type II vertex
operators Φ^ ^ μ(z) for k = 1, . . . , n. (see Section 6)
Let {(^(
ει
,...,ε
n
))*} be dual basis of {^(
ει
,...,
εn
)} We give the normalization of
~ Λ (~\/(n) \ *a^~ ^
the vertex operator Φ
Λ
°^
 ;
 (z) by
(z)|Λ
n
) = |Λo) ® (v(_ ) _ j . . . j _))* + ,
and the other vertex operators are normalized by an appropriate Dynkin Diagram
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automorphism σ as follows:
Φ*(Λ°»f (V""))Γα±1 (z)|<τ(Λ
n
)> = |σ(Λ0)> ® (™(_,_,.,_))* + - - .
We normalize vertex operators of type II such that
where s is a constant defined by
(λ = Ao,Aι and fc = n-l ,n),
(
λ = Λθ5 Λ! and /c < n - 2),
(others).
We remark that the constant s is defined as above so that the scalar factor τ^(z) in
the commutation relation (68) does not depend on the fundamental weights λ and μ.
4.3. Two point functions. We calculate the following vacuum expectation
values of two vertex operators (two point functions).
(typel-I) (Φ
(30) (typell-I) (Φ
(typel-II) (Φ^2 (z2)Φ^ (z,))
In the case of type I-I, consider the composition
V(X)=*V(μ) ® Vς
ι
=^Vr(ι/) 0 WZ2 ® VZl=?VΓ(ι/) 0 V2l 0 WZ2.
Expressing the image of the highest weight vector ofV(X) under the above compo-
sition as a linear combination of weight vectors with coefficients in WZl <8> VZ29 the
coefficient of the highest weight vector oϊV(v] is called vacuum expectation value.
Here the subscript of the space V^ and V^ in two point function means that the
space indexed by 1 (resp.2) always come in the first (resp. second) component of
tensor product. Therefore in the case of type II-I and I-II we do not need the last
transposition, (cf. [2])
Let R^w(z) be the image of the modified R-matrix in (9).
Proposition 4.2 [2]. Let Φ (21,22) be a two point function of type I-I ,11-1 or
I-II. Then ^(zi,z2) satisfies the following difference equation (the q-KZ equation ):
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where p =
(32)
(33)
(34)
φ = χ + p + 2p and
A(z) = for type I-I,
p
 (g) 1) for type II-I,
' 1) for tyPe I-H
Then we can determine two point functions as solutions of the q-KZ equation.
For our aim to determine commutation relations of vertex operators, we need
to calculate the following four types of two point functions:
(35)
(i)
(ϋ)
(iii)
(iv)
where fc = 1,2, , n, and all combinations of weights (y, μ', μ, λ) that non-trivial
vertex operator exists are given by
For n: even
Table 1
V
An
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λl
μ'
Λo
Λ!
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
μ
Λo
Λi
A
n
Λn-1
λ
An
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λl
k
n
n
n
n
V
Λ
n
Λn_l
Λo
Λ!
μ.'
Λo
Λi
An
Λ
n
_ι
μ
Λl
Λo
Λ
n
_ι
Λ
n
λ
Λ
n
-ι
An
Λ!
Λo
k
n-1
n-1
n-1
n-1
V
An
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Λl
V
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Λ!
μ'
Λo
Λi
Λ
n
Λ
n
_ι
μ'
Λo
Λl
Λ
n
Λ
n
_ι
μ
An
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Λi
μ
Λ
n
_ι
An
Λl
Λo
λ
Λo
Λl
A
n
Λ
n
_!
λ
Λi
Λo
ΛΠ-I
An
k
I < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
fc
1 < k < n - 2 odd
1 < k < n - 2 odd
1 < k < n - 2 odd
1 < k < n - 2 odd
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For n: odd
Table 2
V
Λ
n
Λn-1
Λo
Λi
μ'
Λl
Λo
Λ
n
Λ
n
_ι
μ
Λl
Λo
A
n
Λ
n
_ι
λ
Λ
n
-ι
Λ
n
Λi
Λo
k
n
n
n
n
V
Λ
n
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λ!
μ'
Λ!
Λo
Λ«
Λ
n
_ι
μ
Λo
Λi
Λ
n
_ι
Λ
n
λ
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Λl
k
n-l
n-l
n-l
n-l
V
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Λl
V
A
n
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λ!
μ'
Λi
Λo
Λ
n
Λ
n
-i
μ'
Λl
Λo
An
ΛΠ-I
μ
An
Λ
n
-l
Λo
Λl
μ
Λ
n
_ι
An
Λl
Λo
λ
Λl
Λo
An
Λ
n
-ι
λ
Λo
Λl
Λ
n
_ι
Λ
n
fc
1 < fc < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n — 2 even
fc
1 < fc < n - 2 :odd
1 < fc < n - 2 :odd
1 < k < n - 2 odd
1 < k < n - 2 odd
The following propositions in [2], [5] are useful to calculate two point func-
tions.
Proposition 4.3 [2]. Let Ψ(zι,z2) be a two point function of type (i) in (35).
For any i = 0,1, ,n,
Δ'
hold.
Proposition 4.4 [2]. Lei ^(21,22) ^ β solution of the q-KZ equation (31)
(z) specified by (32),
satisfy the equation with A(z] specified by (33) ^«rf (34) respectively.
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Proposition 4.5 [5], If a V ® W -valued function w(z) satisfies
« ® π^Δ'fe^+M^i / z 2 ) = 0 (i = 0, 1, . . . , n),
scalar function r(z), then w(z] = P(q~φ 0 l)w(p~lz~l) satisfies
« <g> <)Δ'(
e
O<Λi'">+1™(*ιΛ2) = 0 (i = 0, 1, - - , "),
Proposition 4.6 [5]. Lei λ, μ όe level 1 dominant integral weights and v be a
weight vector in V^k\ Define a non-negative integer m(λ, μ; v) 6.y ί/ze minimal value
ofπiQ satisfying
λ — μ + y^ ^ '^j Ξ wtv (mod
'β two point function have a form
σ(μ)
where σ is a Dynkin diagram automorphism and
πii = m(σ(λ), σ(μ); σ(^)) - m(λ, μ; ^ ).
Indeed, by using Proposition 4.4, type (iii) and (iv) in (35) are determined from
type (i) and (ii). Furthermore we can calculate type (ii) from type (i) by virtue of
Proposition 4.5. Hence we need to know explicit forms of type (i) for each case in
Table 1 and Table 2. Thanks to Dynkin diagram symmetry of two point functions
(Proposition 4.6), we obtain the two point functions in Table 1 and 2 from the ones
listed below.
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For n: even
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4
V
Λo
Λo
Λo
Λo
μ!
Λ
re
An
Λ
n
A
n
μ
Λ«
Λ
n
-ι
Λo
Ai
λ
Λo
Al
Λ
n
Λ
n
-ι
k
n
n-l
1 < k < n — 2 even
1 < k < n - 2 :odd
For n: odd
case 5
case 6
case 7
case 8
V
Λo
Λo
Λo
Λo
μ'
Λ«
Λ
n
Λ
n
Λ
n
μ
An
Λ
n
_ι
Λo
Λ!
λ
Λi
Λo
An
An-l
fc
n
n - l
1 < k < n - 2 even
1 < k < n - 2 odd
Explicit forms of these two point functions are given in the next subsection.
4.4. Explicit forms of two point functions.
CASE 1.
(i) and (ii)
(36)
(37)
,(!)
(iv)
(38)
CASE 2.
(i)
(39)
(40)
X _
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(iii)
(41)
(iv)
(42)
CASE 3.
(i)
(43)
(ϋ)
(44)
(iii)
(45) (Φ
(iv)
(46)
CASE 4.
Two point functions for the case 4 are obtained from the following ones by
using the Dynkin diagram automorphism σ%.
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(i)
(47) v Λ-1
=
 Z2
(ϋ)
(48) = ^ -
X (_
(ii i)
(49) (
(iv)
(50)
CASE 5.
(i) and (ii)
(iii)
(52)
(iv)
-n/8
= z '
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CASE 6.
(i)
(54) <
(ϋ)
(55) =
 z»/*z-2
X (_l)-(n-l)/2
ς
(l/2)(2n-l)(
ς
-
(ϋi)
(56) =
 zn/Sz
X (_
(iv)
(57) {<:;I>)aAo(
CASE 7.
(i)
(58) (Φ
(ϋ)
(59) =
 2-
X
(iii)
(60) {
(iv)
(61)
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CASE 8.
Two point functions for the case 8 are obtained from the following ones by
using the Dynkin diagram automorphism σ2.
(i)
(62)
(ii)
(fc)ϊ
(63)
(iii)
(64)
(iv)
(65)
where ^n'k^(z) is given by
i=l
( f c _ n )^ •*
Furthermore, ί/n , ^n and w^ are given as follows:
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where v
n
 is inductively defined by
υ
n
 = v+- ®^
n
-i + (-g)~n+1υ_
[fc/2]
m=Q
( n , f c ) / x
Cm '(2)
J=0 v
m I m — l—i i — ί
x
 Z^ i 11 v q ^11^
iz=0 ^ j=0 j=0
and w^ is inductively defined by
for n > 2
Λί
,(fc)
ώl°} = 0 (Λ = 0),
ίi,lfc) = w(n] =0 (fc > n or fc < 0),
for n = 1
ω
(fe) = w[fe) =0 (fc ^ 0, 1).
Here recursive formula of w« and w« are understood as similar to Section 2.5
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and Wn * denotes an equivalent class represented by itself in the space
where n' = φ(n\n - k) and m = φ(n\k}.
5. Commutation relations
We describe commutation relations of vertex operators and make a remark on
difference equations for scalar functions which appeared in the commutation rela-
tions.
From the explicit forms of two point functions, we can obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For any possible combination of weights (v, μf ', μ, λ) (see Table
1 and 2 in Section 4.3),
(66) Φ
(67) Φ
(68) Φ^%)φf ^ ^'(zO = r
where r
n
(z) and r^k\z] are given by
-fc/2
3=1 s v N
[(n-l)/2]
-(n-2)/4 TTz
 11 ij=ι
r
-n/4
[n/2]
< fc<n-2),
To prove this theorem, it is enough to show that the vacuum expectation values
of the both sides in commutation relations are exactly same. Indeed, by irreducibility
of V(λ) and V(v), if the vacuum expectation values of both sides coincide, then the
equality as operators on V(λ) can be proved.
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This theorem gives us the explicit forms of the excitation spectra mentioned in
Introduction.
We make a remark on a relation between difference equations for the scalar
function τ^(z) and fusion procedure of finite dimensional Uq(Dn )-modules (cf.
[9])
REMARK 5.1. The scalar factor τ^(z) satisfies the following difference equa-
tions:
for n + fc:even
for n + k:oάά
where we put ζ = (—q)n~h~l. We can see correspondence between these equations
and the following fusion procedure
^
 V z o v ~ V - ® vc;- (n + fc . even),
V(k) ^ yWz $ Vg-V „ y(n-l) Q y(n) (n + fc . Qdd)>
6. Formulation of the model
We wil l construct the transfer matrix, the creation and annihilation operators,
in the same way as in [1].
In quantum symmetry approach, we define the space of states by
where
Following [1], we complete the space f\
ιμ in the topology of formal power series
in q. From now on we denote the completed space by the same simbol F\,μ.
The left C/g(g)-module structure of T\,μ can be written as
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where Δ(x) =
on T\,μ by
®#(2) At the same time, we can define right module structure
and then we denote this right module by Tr
x μ. We have a natural pairing (cf. [2])
which satisfies
- </N>
In order to define "local operators" on our space of states, we consider vertex
operator
We fix the normalization of Φ
and normalize the other vertex operators by using Dynkin diagram automorphisms.
Then we can show the following formula (cf. [2])
9
9
where
n/2 (n:even)
'
π
These formulas can be proved by the explicit forms of two point functions in Section
4.4 in the same way as [2].
By the formulas, we see that
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is invertible (cf. [1]).
We recall that, for any integral weight λ of level one, there is a unique level one
~ T Λ ( f c )
weight μ such that non-trivial vertex operator Φχ (z) exists (see Section 4.1). We
denote such μ by \(k\ For vertex operator Φ^ (z), we define λ(fc)* similarly.
The row transfer matrix
,pλ<n>,μ<n> T; ^ r
1\,μ ' ^λ,μ > > λ < Ό , μ ( Ό ϊ
is defined by the composition of the following operators
(70) V(\) ® V(μYa —> V(XM) ® V^
where the first map is Φ*nyn (z) 0 id and the second one is id (g) (Φμ^} (^))t
Since idy(
λ
) G .Fχ,λ> we define |vac)λ := idy(λ). In a similar way to [2], we can
show
from the next formula
where
The creation and annihilation operators are constructed by using type II vertex
operators. We express vertex operators as follows:
where {^/} and {υj} are dual basis of V^ and y^)*0" and
^λ,λ(fc)* The creation operator
is given by
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The annihilation operator
is defined by the adjoint of
with respect to the pairing (69).
Commutation relations of vertex operators (67) and (68) lead the following
relations between the transfer matrix and the creation and annihilation operators:
where τ^k\zι/ z^) is given in the previous section.
7. Appendix A
We calculate the scalar function a(nl'ε2\z) in (21) and β£lιε2\z) in (22). We
only consider &n (z) and βn (z) for any even integer n. (The other cases can
be calculated similarly.)
7.1. Scalar function α4 ' (2). The second inversion relation can be written
as follows:
(71) α^ +)(z)
Let v
n
 be a vector t7(+ ?... ί_ l_)0τ;(_ }... j_) G V^ <^V^ . Applying both sides in (71) to
v
n
, we can obtain the explicit form of α^ ' (z). We will show that v
n
 is an eigen-
vector for operators (q2p <g> l)(P^~'+\ξ-2z)t^"1(q^2f} ® 1) (resp. (^"'^(z)"1)*1)
and its eigenvalue is given by ΠΓ=ι α(s4ί~4f ~2*) (resP ΠΓ^i0^4""4^"1))-
By using the isomorphism (16), we see v
n
 = v^ __ 0 ^
n
-ι where f
n
_ι G V^ί| 0
V^~{. Taking transpose in the first component of the tensor product in the recursive
formulae (18), we can obtain recursive relations for R^~'+\z)tl. In particular we
have
(72)
(73)
where a(z) = q(l - z ) / ( l - q2z). Combining (72) with (73), we find
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then
n/2
n/2
Since (<?~2^ <g> l)υ
n
 = g~n(n~1)/2^
n
, we obtain
n/2
We can similarly show
n/2
by using the first inversion relation
^l+'+)(^)~1 = PR(+*\z-l)P (P : transposition).
Applying both sides in (71) to v
n
, we obtain
n/2
i=l '
7.2. Scalar factor β^'+\z). We can determine the explicit form of the
scalar factor β(
n
+
^
}(z) in (22) by using α4+)+)(z).
We recall that
(74) (π£> 0
and the factor βn (z) is a solution of the following difference equation (see
Section 2.3):
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Then βn (z) can be written as
00 n/2 4n-4i-2~. t2\ (Λi-2~.t2\
^
 )oo(q
 '
ξ jσo
n
 -
 4. ( 4i-4 £2] '
^..j W Z 5 S JOOW ^ 5 ζ JOO
for some constant c. Applying the both sides in (74) to V(+j...>+) ®t>(+ 5...5_|_) we can
determine the constant c. Indeed, from the explicit form of the modified universal
R-matrix in (9), we find
= q~ ΣΓ
=1 -
(+)<fci)®'r(+)(A')(t;(+)...)+) ® t;(+,...,+)) + (higher degree of *),
and by direct calculation we have
On the other hand we obtain
= cv(+,...,+) (g) V(+j... j+ ) + (higher degree of 2),
then we see
8. Appendix B
We describe calculation of two point function of the case 1 in Section 4.3. (The
other cases can be calculated similarly.) In this case, n is an even integer and two
point function is given by
We denote this two point function by Φ
n
(^ι,^2) Here we remark that (cf. [1])
(75) Φ
n
(*ι,z2)
We can determine the explicit form of Φ
n
(^ι, 22) by using Proposition 4.3 and
the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. If a vector v
n
 in V^ 0 V^ satisfies
Δ' (eO^+^n - 0, and wtv
n
 = 0,
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for all ί — 0, 1, , n, then v
n
 is uniquely determined up to multiple constant. More
exactly v
n
 is given by
v
n
 =
Combining this lemma with Proposition 4.3, we can find
(76) *n (Zl,22) =Ψn(zi,Z2)v
n
,
for some scalar function ^n(^i, 22)- As being described in [2], the two point function
can be written as
Then the scalar function ~φ(z\,z ι) can be also written as
for some scalar function ψ
n
(z). Substituting (76) to the q-KZ equation we have
(77) (pz
where 2; =
Lemma 8.2.
Proof. Using the recursive relation
v
n
 = v+- (g) ϊ;
n
_ι + (-g)~n+1ι;_+ 0 σn_ιi;n_ι,
we can easily show the following formula:
(78) X(
n
+
_\\q-2?' 0 1K_! - [n - l]^
n
_!,
where X^t>f) is given by (20) and p' = (2n - 4)ω2 + (2n - 6)^3 H ----- h 2cjn_ι (see
Section 2.1). By using the recursive relation of the R-matrices in (18), we find
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V- ® a(z)R(^-\q2z)(q-^' ® 1K_!
"
+1
ϊ,_+ ® *K*)^-ι+V*K-ιX<t'f V2^ ® l)t;n_1
!)-"+ V- ®b(z)R(^-\q^z)σ
n
^X(
n
~^\q-^' ® l)σ
n
_ι«
n
_ι
Combining the above formula (78) with
and
we have
On the other hand,
for any odd integer n. We obtain the eigenvalue f
n
( z ) by using these recursive
relation inductively. D
By using this lemma, the q-KZ equation (77) can be reduced to the following
difference equation:
Then we have
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By the property in (75), we see that
Then c is a constant. This constant c can be determined by the constant term of the
two point function Φ
n
 (21/22) = Ψn(zι/Z2)υ
n
. It is easy to know this constant term
from the normalization of vertex operators (see Section 4.1) and we find
Then we obtain the explicit form of the two point function.
9. Appendix C
We give explicit forms of isomorphisms of t/g(g)-module in (25)
CW . VW _^ V(k)*a±* (i < fc < n - 2),
though the existence of these isomorphisms is proved in [5].
Let us recall that there exist the following isomorphisms of Uq(o) -modules
(79) Vf> ~ V
λk Θ Vλk_2 ®...®(Vλl or V0) (k = 1, 2, . . . n - 2),
where V^. is denoted the irreducible C/
ς
(g)-module with highest weight Λ^ (cf. [6]).
Here we know that if two irreducible finite-dimensional representations of Uq($)
have the same highest weight then they are isomorphic. For i — 1, 2, . . . n — 2, V^.
and (V^.)*α have the same highest weight, then there exists an isomorphism
and this isomorphism is unique up to multiple constant. Thanks to the isomorphism
f f c ) - -(79), we can write C± as a linear combination of C^±. Then we normalize C
ΐ?±
and express the isomorphism C±' by using them. Let us recursively define a vector
Xm by
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where x
m
 E Vm ®Vm and if m is even (resp. odd) then ε = +, (resp.— ). By using
x
m
, we recursively define y^±(m < n) by
(ra) _. (m) / \
2/n,+ = ^++ ® 2/n-ι,+ (n > m),
2/i7^ = v — (8) σn-i^™^. (n > m),
(ra) (m) / \
2/m,+ =2/m,- = χm (m = n).
We remark that
γ(k)
 =
 y(n) ^ T/(n')/kerT(AO (n/ = φ{n _ ty^
and the equivalent classes represented by y^ (resp. y^_) are the highest weight
vector (resp. the lowest weight vector) in Uq($) -module V^n_m . Let us normalize
C<ι±(i = l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 ) b y
C
n
-rn,±(ym,+ ) = 2/m,- (m = 2,3, . . . , 7 l ) .
By using these isomorphisms C^±(i = 1,2, . . . ,n — 2) we have
[fc/2]
/ ^
771=0
By direct calculation we can show
X
Π 2],
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